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Abstract. Reimbursement process is part of many organizations as the
employees make expenses for various purposes such as travel and nontravel related. The travel could be domestic or international based on the
requirements and non-travel expenses include things like procurement
of hardware. Typically there is a well-defined process for the expense
approval and reimbursement. It is important to analyze the process to
identify the improvement and automation opportunities given the prevalence of the process. In this work, we analyse the data for reimbursement
process at TU/e, Netherlands which is made publicly available as part
of BPI challenge 2020. Using process mining, the logs are analysed from
multiple dimensions such as bottlenecks, reworks, variants, and automation amenability. Further comparative analysis is performed for domestic
and international travel over the years and against each other. This analysis provides actionable insights using which the process can be improved
efficiently.
Keywords: BPI Challenge, Travel Reimbursement, Process Mining, Prediction, Comparative Analysis
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Introduction

Business Process Intelligence (BPI) challenge 2020 is hosted with International
Conference of Process Mining (ICPM). With this challenge, participants from
academia and industry illustrate the potential of process mining to uncover interesting and actionable information. The techniques and novel approaches proposed to analyze the released data set can typically be applied to other data sets
for answering similar questions. Data for reimbursement process at Eindhoven
University of Technology (TU/e) is made available as part of the challenge. The
data comprises of broadly, travel (domestic and international) expense and nontravel expense (such as hardware cost) reimbursement process. Process mining
analysis can be performed on the real data set to derive insights from multiple
dimensions.
Process mining consists of mining event logs generated from business process
execution supported by information systems to capture business processes [2].
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Process mining is aimed at providing fact-based insights about business processes
and hence support efficient process improvements [3]. Process mining includes
process discovery, process performance analysis, conformance verification, case
prediction, history-based recommendations, and organizational analysis [3]. It
has already been applied to analyze business processes from multiple domains
[2]. Many process mining framework and tools, such as ProM1 (open source) and
Disco2 (commercial), are used to derive process model and analyze data from
different perspectives.
This report leverages existing process mining techniques and implements a
set of new techniques to analyze the data from multiple dimensions. Process
mining helps to discover the process control flow which is then analyzed using
proposed techniques. The proposed multidimensional analysis includes loops,
bottlenecks, variants, automation amenability, activity centrality, actors’ (here,
role) profiling, and throughput. Further, comparative analysis in performed by
creating clusters for the attributes such as organization, project, and year. During the analysis, most of the interesting questions posed as part of the challenge
got answered.
In the next section we discuss defined process flow as per the description
provided with the challenge, and the data set details. In Section 3, we explain
proposed multidimensional analysis performed as part of the study. Having provided a brief overview on the defined process, data set and multidimensional
analysis, we then present the findings on the given data set in Section 4, 5, and
6.
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Background

In this section, we provide details on process understanding as per the description
provided as part of the challenge and discuss the data set.
2.1

Defined Process Flow

There are broadly two categories of reimbursement - 1. Travel expense reimbursement - Domestic and International, and 2. Non-travel related expense reimbursement. There is a defined set of guidelines for approval and reimbursement
of each expense type.
For Travel Reimbursement: The travel can be either domestic or international
and have different approval process as discussed below.
– Domestic: No prior permission is needed, that is, an employee can undertake
these trips and ask for reimbursement of the costs afterwards as captured in
the domestic declaration.
– International : Permission is needed from the supervisor and is obtained by
filing a travel permit. If the permit request gets approved, an employee can
make the necessary arrangements and request for expense reimbursement.
1
2

http://www.processmining.org/prom/start
http://www.fluxicon.com/
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Event log
Domestic
Declarations
Prepaid
Travel cost
International
Declarations
Permit Log

Description
#Cases #Events #Act. #Attr.
Claim after making domestic 10500
56,437
17
12
travel
Claim before making inter- 2099
18,246
29
24
national travel
Claim after making interna- 6449
72,151
34
25
tional travel
Approval for international 7065
86,581
51
175
travel before making the
travel arrangements
Request for Claim for non-travel ex- 6886
36,796
19
16
Payments
penses
Table 1. Summary of dataset including short description of event logs, number of
cases, number of total events, number of total activities (Act.), and number of total
attributes (Attr.)

For international, request can be raised as soon as the costs are actually
payed (for example for flights or conference registration fees), or within two
months after the trip (for example hotel and food costs which are usually
payed on the spot). If a reimbursement request is filed before the actual
travel, it is part of the prepaid otherwise it is captured as part of the international declaration. Single travel can have multiple prepaid and international
declaration requests.
For Non-travel Reimbursement: For non-travel expenses, the claim request is
raised directly as part of request for payment and no permit details are captured.
Expense reimbursement for all the above categories follow a similar process
flow. After submission of claim by the employee, the request is sent for approval
to the travel administration. If approved, the request is then forwarded to the
budget owner and after that to the supervisor. If the budget owner and supervisor are the same person, then only one of the these steps is taken. In some
cases, the director also needs to approve the request. In all cases, a rejection
leads to one of two outcomes. Either the employee resubmits the request, or the
employee also rejects the request. If the approval flow has a positive result, the
payment is requested and made.
The data set consists of two years of reimbursement process data, 2017 and
2018. It was a pilot process in 2017 which got slightly changed thus can be
different from the above explanation as it describes the process in 2018.
2.2

Data Set Details

This year’s Business Process Intelligence Challenge data set for reimbursement
process at TU/e contains data from 2017 (only two departments) and 2018 the
full TU/e. The data set consists of five event logs as summarised in Table 2.2.
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A short description of every event log along with the following specifications
is provided in Table 2.2: total number of unique cases, total number of events,
total number of unique activities, and total number of attributes in the file.
All the event logs have key attributes that is, ¡Case ID, Activity, Timestamp,
Role¿. Some of the event logs have additional attributes such as project, budget
number, organizational entity, and amount. While the key attributes are used for
process discovery, we further leverage additional attributes for detailed analysis
along multiple dimensions.
For confidentiality, the data is anonymized such that no TU/e internal IDs are
available in the final dataset. For all steps, the role of the person who executed
the step is recorded instead of the actual person’s ID. Also the absolute amounts
are scaled uniformly such that the averages are still the same.
Joining of different event logs: For an international travel, approval is
necessary which gets logged in Permit Log. Claims for expenses before and after
making the international travel are recorded in Prepaid Travel Cost and International Declarations respectively. Therefore, using permit ID, these three event
logs can be joined with each other. Event log for Domestic Declaration and Request for Payment are standalone and are not joined with any other event log
for further analysis.
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Proposed Analysis

We perform following steps on the event logs - 1. Data Preparation, 2. Process
Discovery using Process Mining, and 3. Multidimensional Analysis. Data Preparation includes integration of multiple events logs (if applicable), and slicing of
event logs to generate a subset of relevant cases. The data value for some of the
attributes is UNKNOWN or MISSING which we treat as a constant. Using the
preprocessed event logs, the process model is discovered as a first step. With the
extracted process model, represented as a control flow graph, we can do various
types of analysis. In this report, we mention a few, which we perform on the process model discovered for the reimbursement process. Process Model is analyzed
along multiple dimensions such as:
3.1

Control Flow Analysis

Control flow is mainly about the flow relationship between the activities along
with the frequency. Here, we focus on the following:
1. Loops: Transition from state S to any other states and then back to state S
is defined as loop. Studying recurrent loops is important as they represent
repetition of the same activity, indicating potential inefficiency [1].
2. Final outcome: Here the final outcome could be either positive, that is, payment handled or negative, that is, reject. Reject can be done at different
levels such as reject by administration or by budget owner or by supervisor. Similarly, payment can be handled in single attempt or might have
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Fig. 1. Figure to show time distribution and automation amenability relevance

re-submissions by the employee. It is interesting to analyze the final outcome so as to understand the distribution of positive and negative outcomes
at different process lifecycle states.
3.2

Bottleneck Analysis

We identify a specific part within the discovered process model, which was relatively time-consuming and reduces the overall performance of the end-to-end
process, that is, bottleneck. Different processes can be discovered each corresponding to specific process instances that is, referred to as process variants.
For instance, process model discovered for cases with project as P1 and P2 are
two different process variants. We classify the bottlenecks into the following two
classes on the basis of pervasiveness across the process variants:
1. General bottleneck: Time-consuming transitions common across the variants.
2. Exclusive bottleneck: Transitions that were inefficient in some process variants compared with others. Even if some transitions are present in all process
variants, the average time (after removing outliers) for the same transition
might still significantly vary across the variants. This implies that the same
activity is performed more efficiently in some process variants, suggesting
the possibilities of improvement in others.
3.3

Automation Amenability

We suggest that by analyzing the event logs, automation amenable activities can
be identified. Main idea is if an activity is deterministic it is a good candidate
for automation. One of the important heuristics to measure the determinism
of an activity is time, that is, the duration it takes to complete the activity.
By measuring the uncertainty associated with time duration of an activity it is
possible to assess if it is feasible for automation. For example, activity taking
5-6 minutes is more deterministic compared to activity taking 5-100 minutes. As
depicted in Figure 4.2, if the distribution of activity time duration is tight i.e;
spread/variance is minimum then the activity is best candidate for automation.
A simple and naı̈ve method for identifying automation candidates is ranking
activity by their mean, variance of time durations in increasing order. The activity with smaller mean time duration and lowest variance is a good candidate
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for automation. However, it is not robust and only applicable for a sample of
observations. For a robust method we model the time duration distribution for
overall population of observations. It involves following steps:
1. Obtain time durations for each activity in the entire set of event logs, each
activity will have an array of time durations to complete the activity. Example: ‘payment handled’ = [ 1.3 ,2.5 ,6.7 ,12.3 ,0.4 ,. . . ..]
2. Using the time duration arrays as input, fit the maximum likelihood estimated distribution for each activity, that is, time duration of each activity is
modelled by a distribution. Example: ‘payment handled’ gamma distribution ( alpha = 2 , beta = 0.3 ). Note that we cannot assume time duration
follows Normal distribution, there can be other family of distributions for
better approximation.
3. Once we identify distribution for time duration, we will compute the interquartile CDF probability(IQ-CDF), that is, area under the curve between
25 and 75 percentile . The larger IQ-CDF means higher determinism and
the activity is feasible for automation w.r.t. time duration determinism.
3.4

Comparative Analysis

We focus on comparing process along attributes such as organization, project and
year when the claim is processed. It helps to investigate if process has changed
over time. We compare the process for:
1. Case duration (Median) in days - Median is used as durations are skewed
and susceptible to outliers.
2. Number of activities (total|first|last) - It includes three values each corresponding to total number of unique activities, total number of unique first
activities, and total number of unique last activities.
3. End state distribution (Accept|Reject|Intermediate) - Within end state we
group the distribution into three classes, that is, Accept if final state is
payment handled, Reject if rejected by any role, and Intermediate if end
state is any of the intermediate process state.
4. Number of unique variants - Also the percentage of cases covered by top 20%
variants is included thus giving information about the diversity in process
paths.
5. Loops present or not (For top 5 variants) - Loops are undesired and indicator
of rework so analyze if loops exists in any of the top 5 variants. We consider
only top 5 variants because majority (more than 50%) of the cases are covered
by top variants so if they contain loops, it means loop is frequent too.
3.5

Organizational Analysis

It focuses on relationship between the actors who perform specific activities in
the process. Here, for the given data set individual ID are masked for confidentiality instead role is provided. Using role information, we perform the following
analysis:
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1. cycle time vs through-put
2. capacity vs utilization
where,
Cycle time : Average of total time spent (work time + wait time) on the activities
that fall under the team. Here, wait time is not given so we use only work time.
Role is used as team.
Throughput : Number of cases worked by the team
Capacity : Number of agents working * Avg work hours (8) * Number of days.
Here, given agents information is not available we find capacity of roles. Since it
is at role level, number of agents is constant as 1
Utilization: (Sum of work time of all activities in team / Capacity)
The analysis helps to draw following example insights:
1. cycle time vs throughput:
– Low cycle time and high throughput means effective workforce
– If the cycle time is high, throughput is low and team size is big then
work force is ineffective
2. capacity vs utilization:
– Teams with high capacity and low utilisation are inefficient
– Teams with high utilization are effective
The usefulness of the proposed analysis is illustrated on the given dataset in
the following sections. The results are presented using intuitive visualizations.
Similar analysis can be performed on other datasets as no data specific assumptions are made.
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4.1

Domestic Travel Reimbursement Process
Data Preparation and Process Discovery

There are 10500 cases in domestic declarations. Out of which 135 cases have
the end activity as ”Declaration SAVED by EMPLOYEE”, in fact the trace
consists of only this activity in 134 of them. Further the case amount is also
zero. Therefore, we filtered out these 135 cases and are left with 10365 cases for
further analysis. Process model is discovered using the prepared event log and
make following observations for different analysis.
4.2

Multidimensional Analysis

Control Flow Analysis:
Out of 10365 cases, 322 cases ended as rejected. Interestingly, 312 out of 322
have amount as zero and only 10 cases have amount greater than zero still got
rejected. Further, around 13% of these rejected cases have loops in the lifecycle
that is, once rejected they are resubmitted by the employee. However, despite
resubmission they eventually got rejected only. Therefore, it is an indicator of
unnecessary rework which needs to be mitigated.
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Role

Admin.

Budget
Supervisor Preapprover Missing
Owner
No. of cases 202
9
69
9
23
Median du- 1 day,3.6 hours 4 days, 14.5 7 days, 1.8 2 days, 4.3 1 day, 15.1
ration
hours
hours
hours
hours
Table 2. Analysis for end state reject by different roles along with the number of cases
and median duration till the rejection step

Fig. 2. Distribution of duration (in hours) between ”Request Payment” to ”Payment
Handled” and Declaration APPROVED by BUDGET OWNER” to ”Declaration FINAL APPROVED by SUPERVISOR”. x-axis: Duration in hours, y-axis: number of
cases

Further, we analyze the state at which the claim got rejected. As shown in
Table 4.2, majority of the cases are rejected by Administration, that is, 202
cases. It is expected as admin is the first role to approve/disprove the claim
submitted by employee. If a claim is to be rejected then the earlier the better.
Also, as evident from the median duration mentioned in Table 4.2, the farther
it goes in the lifecycle viz. reaches till supervisor for processing, the more is the
delay. Here, around 69 cases are approved by Admin however later got rejected
by supervisor which is undesired. Only a very few cases have role of Preapprover
as it seems like this role is relevant only for the cases in 2017 and is removed in
2018. Effectively, number of completed cases with payment handled are 10043
and all of them have amount greater than zero.
Bottleneck Analysis:
At the process level, we identify that transition from ”Declaration APPROVED
by BUDGET OWNER” to ”Declaration FINAL APPROVED by SUPERVISOR” and ”Request Payment” to ”Payment Handled” activities are frequent
and time consuming. As shown in Figure 4.2, we further analyze the distribution of duration for these transitions. Intuition behind analyzing the distribution
is to understand if there are many cases towards the tail of the distribution that
is, high variance. If majority of the cases are clustered then the minority tailed
cases need to be further investigated and modified such that it reduces the delay.
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Fig. 3. Domestic Variants

Here, by plotting a distribution (refer to 4.2) of the duration between the activities ”Request Payment” and ”Payment Handled”, we see more than 50% of the
cases belong to the group [50-100] hours. There is a tail in the right side of the
distribution which indicates that there are some cases for which this duration
is exceptionally high but this is only for less number of cases which needs to be
optimized. Therefore while it appears a bottleneck for the process, it is typically
taking same time for all the cases so may be it is inherently a time consuming
activity. The graph on the right hand side for other transition from ”Declaration
APPROVED by BUDGET OWNER” to ”Declaration FINAL APPROVED by
SUPERVISOR” exhibits similar pattern.
Also we consider top 5 variants in the data which constitutes 90% of the
total cases. Analyzing all these variants separately, we evaluate both average
and median time duration between the activities. We observe that transition
between ”Request Payment” and ”Payment Handled” is present across all the
top 5 variants and is bottleneck across all of them. Interestingly, administration
in all of the variants gives the response within one minute of the case submission
which indicates that it is the most efficient role in saving the time. In variant 5,
due to the presence of loop in the process, the overall case duration is slightly
more which also validates that indeed loops are undesired and lead to delays.
Organizational Analysis
We analyze the given data for both cycle time vs throughput and capacity vs
utilisation as discussed in Section 3.5. Figure 4 and 5 represent the visualization
for these two metrics. Some of the insights from the graphs are:
– cycle time vs throughput : This chart shows the trade off between average
time spent by each role on a given case and the number of cases handled by
the role . And the number of workers in each role is shown by the size of
circle . In this case each role has only one worker and the interpretation of the
chart is such that ”if the cycle time is low and through put is high” then the
workers in that role handles are effective by handling high number of cases
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Fig. 4. Cycle time vs throughput for domestic declaration

Fig. 5. Capacity vs utilisation for domestic declaration

with less cycle time , which is the desired . In case the ”if the cycle time is
very high and through put is less” then workers are in-effective by taking
longer cycle time and handling few cases.For Domestic travel process roles
”EMPLOYEE”,”SUPERVISOR” are effective where as role ”MISSING” is
in-effective.
– capacity vs utilisation : This chart shows the trade off between capacity
hours of each role and utilisation of workers for in that role . And color shade
of circle represents the utilisation for that role ”dark blue color represents
high utilisation and light blue color is for less utilisation”.In this case each
role has only one worker and the interpretation of the chart is such that ”if
the capacity hours are low and utilisation is high” then the workers in that
role handles are effective and well utilised, in case the utilisation is above
100 percent then some workers needs to assigned to that role. Where as ”if
the capacity hours are very high and utilisation is less” then workers are
in-effective and less utilised hence they may re-assigned to other role. For
Domestic travel process roles ”UNKNOWN” is high utilised where as role
”EMPLOYEE” is less utilised even though it has highest number of capacity
hours.
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Automation Amenability
We analyze the given data for automation amenability using the steps as discussed in Section 3.3 and represent the outcome in Figure 6. We observe the
following from the automation amenability graph, that is, refer to Figure 6:
– Automation amenability : This chart shows the feasibility of each activity for automation by RPA (Robotic process automation). Chart shows
each activity by different color and every activity is assigned with a statistically computed amenability score which is represented by the size of the
circle. Vertical axis shows the time duration outliers percentage for the corresponding activity and horizontal axis shows the automation feasibility rank
of the activity. For Domestic travel process , ”Declaration APPROVED by
BUDGET OWNER” is the best candidate for automation because it has
high amenability score and low outliers percentage.Where as ”Declaration
REJECTED by PRE APPROVER” is the least amenable candidate for automation due to low amenability score and high outliers percentage.
Comparative Analysis
Here we did comparative analysis on the data in the year 2017 versus 2018
on wards. Some useful insights were found specifically in the process model
and the roles. Till December 2017, Preapprover used to handle the documents
and forward it to the Supervisor otherwise in majority of the cases, Supervisor
was directly involved without the intervention of the Preapprover. If we talk
about the year 2018 onwards, we see the role Preapprover was discontinued
and two new roles were added to make the process more organized. These roles
include Administration followed by Budget Owner. Every request routed through
the Administration followed by the Budget Owner and is then followed by the
Supervisor. Here, the supervisor is not directly involved without the intervention
of Administration or Budget Owner.
Comparing in terms of the total duration of a case, it takes slightly more
time for a case to complete in 2018 than in 2017 (refer to Figure 7). This could

Fig. 6. Automation Amenability of activities for domestic declaration
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Fig. 7. Box plot showing case duration differences between 2017 and 2018

be due to the fact that two new roles are introduced compared to one in 2017 .
The median time of a case from initiation to complete in the year 2017 and 2018
is 7 days and 8 days respectively.
Further, we analyzed and check if there exists some correlation between the
case amount and the total duration of a case. The Pearson correlation coefficient
and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between the case duration and case
amount were 0.070 and 0.126 respectively which indicated no such correlation.

5
5.1

International Travel Reimbursement Process
Data Preparation

International Travel Reimbursement Process contains data from prepaid requests
as well as international declarations. The data contains the entries for both the
travel permit as well as the information about declarations and prepaid travel
expenses. There are 6449 cases in international declarations, out of which 54
cases have the end activity as ”Declaration SAVED by EMPLOYEE” which is
filtered out and not processed. There are 2099 cases in prepaid requests, out of
which 24 cases have the end activity as ”Declaration SAVED by EMPLOYEE”
which is filtered out and not processed.
5.2

Multidimensional Analysis

Process model is discovered using the prepared event log and make following
observations for different analysis.
Control Flow Analysis
In the international declarations event log, after filtering out the cases holding no
importance in the overall process, we analyzed the remaining cases. 6001 cases
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had travel permit number which was present in the permit event log. 5646 cases
are completed with payment being made for the declaration raised and rest are
rejected at various steps such as by preapprover, administration, budget owner,
supervisor or missing. 1405 cases have loops which indicates that the declaration
was rejected and resubmitted more than once.
In the prepaid event log, after filtering out the cases holding no importance
in the overall process and analyzing the remaining cases, we find that 5646 cases
are completed with payment being made for the declaration raised and rest are
rejected at various steps such as by preapprover, administration, budget owner,
supervisor or missing. 1859 cases have travel permit number which was present
in the permit event log. 187 cases have loops which indicates that the declaration
was rejected and resubmitted more than once.

Fig. 8. International Declaration-Permits Distribution

A distribution of the number of travels with its declaration count can been
seen in Fig. 8. We see that around 5400 travels contain single declaration. Also
we plot a distribution of the number of travels with its prepaid request count in
Fig. 9. We see that around 5800 travels contain only single prepaid request.
Some other key observations are:
– In 353 travels, Declaration happened after two months of end trip.
– In 154 travels, Declaration happened before start trip and in 328 travels,
Declaration happened before end trip.
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Fig. 9. Request for Payment-Permits Distribution

–
–
–
–

In
In
In
In

15 travels, Prepaid Request happened before requesting the permit.
1 travel, Declaration happened before requesting the permit.
754 travels, Start Trip happened before requesting the permit.
575 travels, End Trip happened before requesting the permit.

Bottleneck Analysis
Analyzing the top 5 variants of this control flow as depicted in Figure 11 and
10, we observe that the most efficient team is the one who checks the request
just after its submission, be it supervisor or administration or preapprover and
takes less than 30 seconds to pass it to the higher authority to deal with the
case. Payment is requested and made in all of the 5 variants in both prepaid and
declaration event logs. The median duration between the transition of activity
from ”Request Payment” to ”Payment Handled” for declarations and prepaid
costs is equal to 3.2 days and 3.3 days respectively. This is potential bottleneck
in the overall process which is responsible for increasing the case duration.
Organizational Analysis
cycle time vs throughput : This chart (refer to Figure 12) shows the trade off
between average time spent by each role on a given case and the number of cases
handled by the role . And the number of workers in each role is shown by the size
of circle . Like domestic travel process roles ”SUPERVISOR” is also effective for
international travel process but not ”EMPLOYEE” where as role ”MISSING” is
again in-effective. For international travel process ”EMPLOYEE” has a longer
cycle time but a high throughput.
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Fig. 10. Top five Variants for declarations raised for international travels
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Fig. 11. Top five Variants for prepaid requests for payments raised for international
travels

Capacity vs utilisation: From Figure 14 and 15, Employee and Supervisor are
two identified roles which are highly utilized for both international declaration
and prepaid. Wherever the role is Undefined, it is also high on utilization.
Automation Amenability
We analyze the automation amenability for international declaration and prepaid as shown in Figure 16 and 17 respectively. Activities on the left bottom
are the best candidates for automation as they have less outliers. Also, we observe many activities on the left of graph which have more outliers (in case of
international declaration) still good candidates for automation as the overall
amenability score is high. We do not consider permit as it is a consolidated summary of international declaration and prepaid.
Comparative Analysis
Comparing the process for prepaid travel costs and travel declarations along
organizational entity we can see some insights in terms of median case duration,
variants and loops.
We compare the the top 3 organizational entities for travel declarations and
see that Organizational Entity 65454 has the maximum median case duration
with 68.2 days starting from applying for a permit request to payment of the
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Fig. 12. Cycle time vs throughput for International declaration

Fig. 13. Cycle time vs throughput for Prepaid

declaration whereas the top two organizations have a median case duration of
62.2 days. Also, within these three organizations, we see a comparatively high
number of variants w.r.t other event logs. Loops are present at least once in each
of these organizations which increase the overall case duration.

Organization Duration
(Median)
in days
OG - 65458

62.2

No. of Activities (total | first |
last)
34 | 2 | 6

End
state Variants
distribution
(A|R|I)

Loops (For top
5 variants)

1344/19/69 296

Loop only in
variant 5
Loop only in
variant 5
Loop present in
variant 3 and 4

OG - 65455

62.2

29 | 2 | 8

1000/25/56 158

OG - 65454

68.2

26 | 2 | 5

825/35/29

178

Table 3. International Organizational
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Fig. 14. Capacity vs utilisation for International declaration

Fig. 15. Capacity vs utilisation for Prepaid

We compare the the top 4 organizational entities for prepaid travel costs
and see that Organizational Entity 65463 has the minimum median case duration with 17.1 days whereas the Organizational Entity 65461 has a median case
duration of 26.9 days which is highest among the four. Also, within these four
organizations, we see that Organizational Entity 65458 has double the number
of variants in Organizational Entity 65454. There are no loops in Organizational
Entity 65458 and Organizational Entity 65463.
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Fig. 16. Automation Amenability of activities for international declaration

Fig. 17. Automation Amenability of activities for prepaid
Organization Duration
(Median)
in days
OG - 65461

26.9

No. of Activities (total | first |
last)
23 | 2 | 4

End
state Variants
distribution
(A|R|I)

Loops
top 5
ants)

319/9/6

Loop present
in variant 5

OG - 65458

17.3

27 | 3 | 8

286/13/11

OG - 65454

26.3

21 | 2 | 3

270/6/1

OG - 65463

17.1

24 | 3 | 6

283/18/6

Table 4. Prepaid Organization

56 variants 20% variants
have 82.33%
cases
64 variants 20% variants
have 75.5%
cases
33 variants 20% variants
have 80.5% of
case
45 variants 20% variants
have 76% of
case

(For
vari-

No loops

Loop present
in variant 3
only
No loops
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6

Non-travel Expense Reimbursement Process

6.1

Data Preparation

There are 6886 cases in requests for payments. None of the cases join with other
event logs as it is not travel related according to the official documentation. It
follows a similar process like declarations and contains various roles like Administration, Budget Owner, Supervisor, etc. Process model is discovered using the
prepared event log and make following observations for different analysis.
6.2

Multidimensional Analysis

Control Flow Analysis
Out of 6886 total cases, 74 cases were just saved by employee and was not processed. 6307 cases were completed successfully with payment being made and the
rest were rejected in the life cycle by either preapprover, administration, budget
owner, supervisor or by missing. In total 611 cases, loops are encountered by
multiple rejection and submission of the request which increases the overall case
duration.
Bottleneck Analysis
Analyzing the top 5 variants of this control flow as depicted in Figure 18, we
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Request Payment
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Fig. 18. Top five variants with maximum number of cases

observe that the most efficient team is the one who checks the request just
after its submission, be it supervisor or administration or preapprover and takes
less than 30 seconds to pass it to the higher authority to deal with the case.
Payment is requested and made in 4 out of 5 top variants with median response
time equal to 3.2 days. This is potential bottleneck in the overall process which
is responsible for increasing the case duration. In second variant, the median
response time of supervisor after the case approved by budget owner is quite
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high equal to 52.2 hours which could we reviewed and optimized. Third and fifth
variant corresponds to the year 2017 in which the process was slightly different.
The request payment activity takes around 50 hours after the declaration finally
approved by supervisor which is quite less in the year 2018 with mean duration
of 28.5 hours in top two variants.
On analyzing the completed cases with payment handled separately for the
year before and after 2018, we observe the mean and median case duration for
both of these years. Before 2018, the mean and median case duration is 7 days
and 9.9 days respectively. After 2018, the mean and median case duration is 9.2
days and 13 days respectively which is comparatively more.
Organizational Analysis

Fig. 19. Cycle time vs throughput for request for payment

Fig. 20. Capacity vs utilisation for request for payment
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From Figure 19, administration, pre-approver and employee are clearly identified as the efficient roles as they have low cycle time and high throughput.
In Figure 20, color coding represents utilisation thus if circle is dark blue color
then work-force is effectively utilized. Therefore, from Figure 20, supervisor is
effectively utilized.
Automation Amenability

Fig. 21. Automation Amenability of activities for request for payment

We observe from Figure21 that Request for Payment Approved is the most
amenable candidate for automation as it has less outliers and high amenability
score. It can be done by designing a bot which automatically checks if the claim
can be approved given it qualifies the constraints.
Comparative Analysis
Comparing the process along different attributes such as organizational entity
and projects we can see some good insights in terms of median case duration,
variants and loops. We compare the the top 3 organizational entities and see
that Organizational Entity 65461 has the maximum median case duration with
10.2 days whereas the top two organizations have a median case duration of 6.35
days. Also, within these three organizations, 20% of the variants belong to more
than 90% of the cases.
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Organization Duration No. of Ac(Median) tivities (toin days
tal | first |
last)
OG - 65458
6.4
16 | 2 | 5

OG - 65463

6.3

15 | 2 | 4

OG - 65461

10.2

13 | 2 | 3

End
state Variants
distribution
(A|R|I)

Loops
top 5
ants)

1034/101/1141. 20% variants
have
91.9% cases
902/98/11 32. 20% variants
have
90.61% cases
636/42/6
24. 20% variants
have
91.8% cases

No loops

(For
vari-

No loops

No loops in
1st, 2nd and
3rd variant.
Only loop in
4th & 5th
variant

Table 5. Comparison for different organizational entity

On comparing the the top 3 projects we see that Project - 147546 has the
maximum number of cases and minimum median case duration with 8.1 days.
Also, within these three projects, 20% of the variants belong to more than 90%
of the cases with Project - 147546 having 95% of the cases in top 20 variants. A
loop occurs once in all the top three projects as shown under.

Project

P - 503

Duration No. of Ac(Median) tivities (toin days
tal | first |
last)
8.3
16 | 1 | 3

End
state Variants
distribution
(A|R|I)
982/39/0

Loops (For top
5 variants)

38. 20% vari- No loops in the
ants
have first 4 variants.
90.6% cases Loop in 5th
variant.
P - 147546 8.1
15 | 1 | 3
1036/4/0
25. 20% vari- No loops in the
ants
have first 4 variants.
95.6% cases Loop in 5th
variant.
P - 147556 9.3
15 | 1 | 2
922/9/0
19. 20% vari- Loop only in
ants
have the 4th variant.
91.7% cases No loops in 1st,
2nd, 3rd and
5th.
Table 6. Table showing the comparative analysis of top 3 projects
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